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Collision protection for industrial cold storage
Processing and storing cooled and deep-frozen products often involve different work flows. For example, employees are only allowed 
to work in cold stores for short periods and must therefore work faster to complete their duties. In addition, heavy protective clothing 
limits their freedom of movement, glasses can fog-up, etc. These specific circumstances can create additional safety risks and require 
adapted solutions.     

The ICE FLEX® TB 400 barrier range protects people and infrastructure in the freezer against  
the impact of light and heavy forklifts. Depending on the type of forklift you can opt for a TB 400 protection 
with single or double tube including handrails.

TB 400 series

KP series

FLIP

Prevent costly and structural damage to columns in your freezer with our range of ICE FLEX® column protectors.  
With a wide selection of sizes, the most suitable column protector can now be installed in any working environment, regardless of temperature. 

Collisions of storage racks by forklift trucks are among the most common 
industrial accidents in storage areas. The ICE FLEX® RackEnd rack protectors 
are therefore the ideal partner to protect the front end of shelves in the 
freezer and to prevent storage damage and human suffering.

This innovative system for rack protection helps to prevent the collapse of 
racks as a result of a collision. The RACKBULL® in ICE FLEX® version is a  
universal rack protection that fits on all types of stacking racks.

GOAL posts

rackend

BO IMPACT
The BO Impact ICE FLEX® protection  
post offers excellent protection against 
collisions near rolling gates.  
This protective post is perfect for 
protecting zones with an increased  
risk of impact such as access roads,  
gates and corners.

The ICE FLEX® Goal Post is a flexible height restriction that offers (high) gates, roofs and bridges in cold stores adequate protection  
against collisions with vehicles, trucks and buses.

With the ICE FLEX® range, BOPLAN® offers numerous safety solutions that have been 
specifically designed and tested for use in freezing temperatures down to -30°C.  
The standard BOPLAN® polyolefin has been adjusted so that the ICE FLEX® products offer 
optimum impact protection and maximum safety even in freezing conditions.

rackBULL®

     FLEXICE

This kick rail offers full ground level protection up to ankle height. Thanks to its flexible  
and modular design with connection pieces, it is possible to create an endless safety path. The FLIP is therefore  
the ideal partner to provide extra protection for sandwich panels and/or insulation walls in large cold stores against collisions with carts,  
transport pallets, etc. The ICE FLEX® Flip can be combined with other BOPLAN® traffic barrier systems, including the TB 400 series.
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for more information about our products,  
services and worldwide dealer network

Boplan · Headquarter
Muizelstraat 12
8560 Moorsele (Belgium)

Boplan France
617, Avenue de Bayonne
64210 Bidart

Boplan Germany
IHP-Nord · Babenhäuser Str. 50
63762 Großostheim

Boplan Netherlands
Toermalijnring 100
3316 LC Dordrecht

Boplan UK
Science Centre, Wolverhampton Science Park
Glaisher Drive, Wolverhampton WV10 9RU

Boplan USA
2600 Northlake Drive
Suwanee, GA 30024

Boplan Spain
Pl Ramon Berenguer el Gran, 1
08002 Barcelona

 
 T +32 (0)56 20 64 20
 E info@boplan.com

 T +33 (0)1 80 88 47 32
 E info@boplan.fr

 T +49 (0)6026 999 51 90
 E info@boplan.de

 
 T +31 (0)85 13 07 500
 E info@boplan.nl

 T +44 (0)1902 82 4280
 E info@boplan.co.uk

 T +1 678-890-5906
 E info@boplan.us

 
 T +34 936 81 66 88
 E info@boplan.es

FOLLOW US

DISCOVER OUR COMPLETE RANGE:

Modular crash protection 
made from flexible polymer

Industrial safety gates  
for robust fall protection

Wear-free anti-skid solutions  
to prevent falling and slipping

Indestructible floor markings 
with a professional look

Protective bumpers  
to prevent injuries or damage


